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ABSTRACT

THE MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM AND THE ...)NTROL OF
EDUCATIONAL CHANGE: A FIELt STUDY

This paper represents the findings of a field study designed to examine the
management information system (MIS) of an urban school district to determine the
role it plays in bringing about educational change in the classroom. Change
which ultimately draws a district into a closer relationship with the needs of
society. The MIS as a type of "guidance system" for change is made up of three
specific information loops and a control mechanism which acts on the information.
It was found that the very respected school district studied did not have an op-
erative NIS. Although a number of the important components were present, they
were continually breaking down. Through a series of propositions the writers
point out the character of the organizational forces which exlude the existence
of a functioning MIS and therefore greatly reduce the possibility of systematic,
planned change in the high school.



THE MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM AND THE CONTROL OF
EDUCATIONAL CHANGE: A FIELD STUDY

Public schools have been under bitter attack in recent years because of an

alleged weakness in the linkage between the product of the school and the needs

of the social and economic markets. For example, one critic remarks that:

Ou: urban schools are spawning hundreds o.f thousands of functional
illiterates who are incapable of playing a constructive roll.in our
society and who cannot be integrated into the economy without cost-
ly remedial education. . ,(Clark, in Toffler, 1968:136).

A growing number of people are forcefully demanding that the school should

be an engine of development in the urban area and not a major contributor to the

unemployment and underemployment problem. The school and its product should be

closely linked and supportive of the shifting demands of the market places it

serves, whether that be busineass, industry, institutions of higher learning or

the home.

In the educational sector, there are many forces at work which thrust change

on the practices and policies of the school district, to name a few: new laws

mandated by state legislatures, teacher militancy, student pressures for increased

participation in decision-making, increased or decreased material wealth of

scl 1.s, technological innovation, and so forth. These and other uncoordinated

forces have tended to buffet the6school and drive it in an irregular, unsystematic

and unplanned direction.

However, within the boundaries of most organizational types, including the

school district, there is a mechanism at vork which is designed to provide speci-

fic, planned direction to the process of change. This mechanism is referred to

as a management information system (MIS) and it operates not unlike a guidance

system. To use an example, an airplane flying across country depends on the out-

board altimeter and forward radars to gauge oncoming environmental events, such

as mountains and storms, and inboard instruments to detail the performance of the
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craft, such as gal: consumption and cabin temperature. A combination of the out-

board and inboard feedback enables the crew to make the necessary decisions to

travel from one point to another.

In a like manner, if the MIS of an organization functions correctly, it will

feed external environmental and internal performance information to the decision-

makers which will enable them to change the character of the output so that it

matches the shifting demands of society. Before defining the operational char-

acteristics of the MIS, it is necessary to illustrate certain organizational

theory which surrounds the form and function of the school system.

The School and its Environment

A school district can be thought of as a system made up of st6systems (e.g.,

classrooms, schools, central office) and embedded in an environmental system (com-

munity). In this context, then, two relationships are prominent: the school dis-

trict vis-a-vis the community and the district central office vis -a -vis its depen-

dent subsystems. With respect to the first, Richard Carlson (1965:6) refers to

the school as a "domesticated" organization.

They are not compelled to attend to all of the ordinary and usual needs
of an organization. ror example, they do not compete with other organ-
izations for clients; in fact, a steady flow of clients is assured.
There is no struggle for survival for this type of organization--exist-
ence is guaranteed. Though this type of . rganization does compete in a
restricted area for funds, funds are not closely tied to quality of per-

formance. These organizations are domesticated in the sense that they
are protected by the society they serve.

Carlson also identifies a type of organization he calls "wild" in character.

They must struggle for survival, their existence is not guaranteed, support is

closely related to the quality of their product, they select their clients and

at times they cease to exist. Wild organizations are not protected it vulnerable

points as are domesticated organizations. They also are quicker to adapt to the

changing demands of their environments due to their greater survival needs. Ex-

amples of wild organizations are businesses, private schools, and hospitals.

With respect to the other prominent relationship (between teacher and admin-
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istrative subsystems) internal to the school district, there are two very differ-

ent sources of organizational control:
. . .one rooted in the classical bureau-

cratic tradition of formal centralized authority and the other based upon the in-

formal prerogatives and profess&onalism of the teacher" (Hanson, 1973:1). In ad-

dition, as Charles Bidwell (1965:975) points out, an important facet of school

organization maintained by the teacher as a professional is making discretionary

judgments about procedures regarding the educational program. "Teacher autonomy

is reflected in the structure of school systems, resulting in what may be called

their structural looseness." A primary function of the management information

systeth is to transcend this "structural looseness" by binding the various subsys-

tems into a collectivity capable of conducting a unified change effort. Another

primary function is to provide a direction of change by establishing a forceful

linkage between the domesticated organization and its external environment. If

either of these two tasks is not fulfilled, the ejectiveness of the MIS to act

as a guidance system is decisively impaired.

The Mane ement Information System Framework

Virtually any organization which has an output (e.g., automobiles, radios,

high school graduates) that must compete on the market place is In need of a MIS

which facilitates a continuing close relationship between the organization and the

changing needs of society. Figure 1 gives a simplified picture of a Generic Or.,

ganizational Model containing the basic components central to a MIS.

Figure 1 about here

The MIS can be defined an ". . .a communication procoss in which information

(input) is recorded, stored and retrieved (processed) for decisions (output) on

planning, operating, and controlling" (Mordick and Ross, 1971:292). A management

information system is made up of three systematic information loops which feed
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information to a decision-making (control) mechanism. They are: (a) an "out

side world" loop, (b) an internal feedback loop, and (c) an external feedback

loop. The decision-making mechanism then directs the organization toward a pat-

terned equilibrium vis-a-vis its environment (Murdick and Ross, 1971:135).

The "outside world" loop closely monitors the changing needs of the market

places (which receive graduates) by accumulating such information as specific

manpower projections, new technologies, changing college admissions requirements,

and job skill breakdowns. The "internal feedback" loop provides information on

the effectiveness of the teaching-learning process as derived from comparing test

scores with predetermined objectives. The test scores are usually from standar-

dized tests or teacher-made-tests. Measures on the teaching-learning process

are important because they tell the teachers how well they are doing whatever

they are doing. However, they unfortunately do not tell the teachers if they are

doing the right things in the first place.

The third feedback loop important to the process of classroom change is the

"external feedback" loop. This information cycle is tuned to determining how

well the graduate does on the market place, such as on the job or in the univer-

sity, and reporting back data which tell the school decision makers where changes

in the curricular program should come.

The decision-making (control) mechanism of the school is the reeipient of the

data derived rrom the three information cycles. Based on the accrued information,

the educational leadership determines where and how the instructional process

ought to be steered in a planned direction of change. At least that is what the

theory of the AIS suggests should happen in the sense of the ideal.

It should be pointed out that not all the information which finds its way in-

to the decision-making process can be attributed to the MIS. Only that informa-

Con which is relatively patterned and systematic over tine is considered to be

part of the MIS, thus excluding crisis generated, one-time-only or special event

data.
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The general objective of thin research is to study the MIS of an urban school

district to determine its effectiveness in bringing about change in the academic

program of the classroom, and, therefore, maintain the output of the school in

close contact with the needs of its market places. To approach this objective,

the following questions will be dealt with: (a) What is the source and content

of the information that flows through the three information loops of the MIS?

(b) When the information arrives in the hands of the school decision-makers, is

it defined in such a way as to permit specific decisions on curricular changes?

(c) What are the characteristics of the educational organization as well a's the

teaching role which impede the proper functioning of the MIS? (d) What are the

characteristics of the relationship of the community to the school which impede

the proper functioning of the MIS?

In response to the issue of how research tends:to deal with organizational

structures, Alvin Gouldner (1959:409) has written-that, "Modern organizational

analysis by sociologists is overpreoncupied with spontaneous and unplanned re-

sponses which organizations make to stress, and too little concerned with pat-

terns of planned and rational administration." This study will compare the spon-

taneous reality of an operating MIS with a rational, idea-type model of a MIS.

At the conclusion of the study a set of propositions will be presented which at-

tempt to define the causes for tbe differences between the ideal and the real.

Setting of the Study

The study took place in the city of Whitney, a prosperous community, of ap-

proximately 150,000 residents located in the Southwestern part of the United.

States. The Whitney School District, which consists of 2.4 elementary schools, 5

junior high schools and 3 high schools, has for many years enjoyed the reputation

of being very innovative and "a good place to send your kids."

They study surrounding the MIS of Whitney School District involves the central

office, one high school (referred to as Kennedy High), and a number of businesses,



industries and institutions of higher learning. A field research methodology was

used, thus indepth interviews and document analysis were the principle means of

gathering eata. Interviews were conducted over a period of several months at all

hierarchical levels of the school district as well as in the community. The re-,

search reported here is exploratory in nature as opposed to hypothesis testing

(Scott, 1965:267).

The MIS of Whitney_School District

The first information cycle monitors the changing character of the market

places which will eventually receive the graduates of Kennedy High. This is the

cycle that ought to keep the intellectual and vocational blacksmiths off the

market.

At the Central Office of Whitney School District there is a man whose pri-

mary responsibility is gathering, condensing in concise form, and distributing

vocationally oriented materials to the district high schools. The Vocational Man,

as he is called, distributes information covering such things as short and long

range projections on local and national manpower needs, job skill breakdowns, ca-

reer education trends, current and anticipated state and Federal legislation, and

so forth. Thus, this information flows into the Central Office from the "outside

world," is digested by the Vocational Man, and is sent to Kennedy High where it

is stored and/or distributed to the intended teachers. Completing the cycle

there should be a loop from the teacher back up to the Vocational Man in the Cen-

tral Office requesting such things as more specific manpower projections, clarifi-

cation of data, information on new technologies, and the like. Then this informa-

tion cycle begins once again as the Vocational man begins to survey the surrrund-

ing market places for new and updated information .

The following comments reflect on the characteristics of the information cy-

cyle as it flows from the central Office through Kennedy High and back to the

central office.



(High School Administrator) The Vocational Man sends me material on
occupational outlooks, career education,technical schools, and legis-
lation. He is very excellent in sending me materials. I glean the
information and route it to the counselors, and the rest I send to the
Career Development Man. When we get the new Career Center organized,
it will go there also but right now it is stored in the existing Ca-
reer Center. This Career Center is poorly organized and poorly lo-
cated (in a small room behind the nurse's quarters). People do not
drop in very often and there is no trained person to help them there.
Sometimes a counselor will bring someone back there for something,
but I don't know if teachers ever use it.

(The Career Development Man) In my folders up on the wall I have
information on laws, career education, objectives, skills for the
future, and manpower projections. So far this year I have had one
person come in and look at the data and that is because We are go-
ing to be evaluated. Last year I had about 3 people come in. So
far this information point has been sort of a dead end.

(Department Chairman) I receive information from the Vocational Man
and distribute it to the teachers I think can use it. I look to see
if it requires action (contains an action notice) and if it doesn't,
I do not pay much attention to it. I do not keep a file of this
information and neither do the teachers. It is generally disposed
of. I don't know of any place in the school where manpower infor-
mation is stored.

(Department Chairman) I don't recall receiving any manpower infor-
mation from the Vocational Man. In fact, I don't know if anyone
receives information about the job market. I don't have a file on
the job market or any skill need projections. I imagine that
there might be something like that around (Kennedy), but I don't
know where.

(Vocational Teacher) I don't keep a file on career information
and I don't know CZ the department chairman does either. Perhaps
the Career Development Man has one, but I've never asked him. To

my knowledge, there is no Career Center on this campus, but if
there is one I just don't know about it.

Back at the Central Office the Vocational Man says that he hardly ever re-

ceives requests for information from the high school. He righteously continues

to pump information into the loop but the cycle almost always breaks down before

or after it arrives in the hands of teachers. None of the department chairmen,

school administrators or teachers indicated during the interviews that this it

formation cycle was particularly influential in deciding what was to be done in

the vocational or academic classrooms. This finding is Important because it sug-

gests that a critical bridge is down between the shifting needs of the market

places and a planned, updated respovse on the part of the school.
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The dialogue just reported provides an interesting insight into the autono-

mous character of the teaching role. The data passing through the teachers'

hands can be haneled in a rather casual way because they know they will never be

called upon to demonstrate what they did with the information with regards to the

educational process. The teachers are the ultimate judges of what will take

place in their classrooms and this right of decision is firmly protected by tra-

dition, the norm of professionalism and, in many cases, tenure.

It should be noted, however, that a few vocational teachers have established

their own information cycles with the "outside world." In a few instances these

private systems are very sophisticated and make significant contributions to

change in the classes of those few teachers who maintain them. These teachers

had designed their classes so that almost all of the students would be imediate-

ly employable on the local job market as, for example, cooks, waiters or clerks.

In order to succeed in this effort, these teachers had to know where job openings

were occurring and what special training was required. "I make it a point to eat

out frequently," one of these teachers said, "and when I do I always ask if they

are soon going to need any cooks or waiters. When the time comes I try to place

one of my students." These teachers report that they frequently modify their pro-

grams so that their students are up-to-date and ready to step into a job.

The information cycle established for the academic program is not nearly as

complex as the vocational program. The admission requirements to the public in-

stitutions of higher learning were fixed over ten years ago and have remained rel-

atively unchanged. These admission criteria plus a high status college prepatory

track and a "go to college" climate have resulted in a secondary school which is

extremely dependent on higher education for its program direction,

At Kennedy High the college catalogues are stored in the career center and

the counselors work hard to insure that students interested in continuing their

education are knowledgeable about entrance requirements and performance oxpecta-
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tions. The fact that admission criteria for institutions of higher learning play

such an important role in defining the character of the academic program, coupled

with the fact that the admission criteria have been unchanged for such a long

period of time, suggest a significant pressure at work emphasizing stability in

the high school curricular program.

The'Internal Feedback Cycle

In conjunction with studying the changing character of the school market

places, the MIS calls for a second information cycle reporting to the decision-

makers which focuses on the effectiveness of the teaching-learning process. In

terms of bringing about change in the classroom, an appropriate internal feedback

cycle minimally ought to be composed of the following stages: (a) The'decision

makers at the high school determine the special characteristics of a testing pro-

gram which would provide (lat.., On how specific parts of the educational program

could be developed and improved. These tests necessarily have to be standardized

to insure questions of reliability and validity as well as to provide for compar-

isons across time. (b) After the teats are given, they are sent out to be scored,

coded in Some form meaningful to the teachers, and finally returned to the high

school. (c) On arrival at the high school, the data are distributed as well as

stored, (d) The data are then analyzed and specific decisions are made regard-

ing how the training program can.be modified to bring about improvement. (e) Af-

ter a period of time, the testing cycle begins once again with the expectatiOn

that the changes to the program will have brought about increased learning.

When the teachers and administrators were asked how they judge whether Whit-

ney School District has a good or, bad academic program, the first response of most

of the educators was to point to the.statewide testing program (which is conducted

at the 12th grade). But herein enters the problem in terms of the information

cycle. The cycle begins and ends at the State Department of Education, with the

Board of Education standing in at times as the surrogate benefactor. The infor-
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mation loop flows from the State Department (where the tests are mandated), to the

central office at Whitney, to Kennedy High (where the data are gathered) back to

the central office, to the board, and finally to the State Department. A secondary

loop swings back to Kennedy High from the central office. "As it is defined by the

State Department of Education," a cuntral office official observed, "it is not a

basic purpose of the testing program to enable individual teachers to change their

programs. IF that can be done!it is all right, but that is not the intention."

An appropriate question then becomes, is change in the classroom a possible deriv-

ative of the statewide testing program? To say the least, a cloud of confusion

surrounds this issue at Whitney.

The teachers and administrators at Kennedy tend to view the testing scores

from the following positions: suspicion, "In the past we have made many judgments

about minority kids based on tests and now we are finding out what we have been

doing to them;'" boredom, "The test that was given last week, I don't even know

what it was for;" time crush, "I don't have half the time to do half the things

that really need to be done;" monotony, "We give these tests year after year and

nothing seems to changer necessity, "We need these tests to help identify under-

achieving students;" and detachment, "These tests are really intended to keep the

Board of Education happy." For these and other reasons, meetings are rarely held

at Kennedy to study, analyze, an41 plan for change in the curricular programs of

the classroom. As a social system, there are too many forces at work which would

mike this process anything more than a perfunctory activity.

The final step in the information cycle as it is now constituted would be

requestS-made from teachers tothe central office-for special assistance in uti-

-Iiiing existing testing data or for the creation of special tosting=pfograms.

"Thig happens aboUt'onee a-year," a central office Offitial-replied. -A;tetiehet

at Kennedy-gave a-other0Pithl response as to-Why the ihformatioh cycle-tehdsT

noi-t-o-alaWehit-linal:ttep. "I've never-askeorthe cent al `ti 'five to hti tie iit

*ei. h WieetiWteetirigprogram) for my - students. I Wanted to inveit'a-16t
_ _
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of my personal time, 1 could get the job done, but that would get in the way of

a lot of higher priorities."

Another source of internal feedback is the teacher-made-test. The educators

interviewed were virtually unanimous in asserting that the teacher-made-test is

not a very accurate measure of learning. With its qualitative judgments, float-

ing base, and lack of reliability and validity, the teacher-made-test gives few

cues for systematic, precise and substantive direction for change in classroom

activities.

Thus, the standardized testing program and the teacher-made-tests Which

serve as the main source of internal feedback simply, do not give clear indicators

to the teachers as to how well they are doing in the classrobm. As was the case

with the "outside world" information cycle, the "internal feedback" oicle'tenda_

not to provide meaningful data'to the decision - making processes of the school.

The External Feedback Cycle

Along with the information cycles that are monitoring the changing environ-

ment of the school and the teaching-learning process, there should be a-third

cycle. The information which comes through.this-loop of the MIE'is Significant

because it serves to tell the educators how well their product is performing on

the market after graduation and, therefore, where changes should come in the

training process. In terms of the school, the following information would be per-

tinent: (a) data on the ease in which students are placed in positions which are

consistent with their training and interests, (h) systematic follow-up studios as

well as personal reports on how the graduate views his post high school experience

in relation to his training, and (c) information; froM employers and-collegeS on

the perfOrmance of the graduates.

Kennedy High- School performs virtaily'no-placement-aetiVities foritt-gradu-

atei Veyonethe-cOlinselin0666116A;and'writifiglatteWO-f-recOeriiendtitiOn-for

-diogefm.)4tudiA6 46idotihasJitEfe ifjc!.



cessful the graduates are in making the transition, or the kinds of pl4cement:prob,.

lems they typically run into. Lacking this type of infOrmation it is difficult to

design the type of training which might help future graduates make an easier trail,

sition.

Also representing a potential flow of information which could have a bearing

on the curricular program would be exchanges of correspondence, telephone calls,

and personal visits between oducators and members of receiving organizetions. On

this subject a Kennedy administrator reported, "Occasionally we receive a phone

call from the outside telling us how a student is performing, but not very often.

I suppose we could go out And solicit this, but we haven't. The most contact we

have with industry is writing recommendations for some of our students."

The local junior college and a nearby state college send annual reports to

Kennedy High regarding the first year performance of Kennedy graduates. This in-

formation flow, however, only covers a minority of the college bound students.

Strangely enough, the state university sends only a grade point average for each

student therdfore it is of little use to the individual teacher, at Kennedy who

might wish to see how his former student'. are performing in his own subject field.

The junior college sends the complete first year report card, but Kennedy teachers

indicate that they rarely see or Ask to see this information.

The Whitney School District almost exclusively depends on the follow up study

to obtain information on the post high school experience. The theory behind the

follow up study suggests that information feedback based on the post high school

experiences of graduates can assist the educators in planning and operationalizing

more effective educational efforts. ,Ii knowledge of what goes right-or what goes

wrong With the product-(after-it arrives on the-market) does not reach-the'educatort

'then it'becomes quite possible that the edueator will continue the same practices

-Oarafter:yeW*ithobt-feeling a-need'to-change.

-Generally,speaking,the inform-StiOh-Obie-Of the foIlo4Up-stUdylmthini-a-111

fpUght'to-A661,64e''theoilAiinestages) '(a) -alueitUnnliite-IdevgdPedWrthe
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Central Office or the high school covering the post high school experience of

those who were in the vocational as well as the academic programs; (b) the inrtrn-

ment is sent to the graduates after sufficient time has passed for them to have

fallen into an employment or higher education pattern--all of the sophisticated

techniques apply for ensuring an adequate rate of return; (c) the information is

eturned to the district where it is processed, coded, distributed and stored;

(d) the information arrives in the hands of teachers where it is used as data to

improve the curricular program.

With the support of government funding, the Whitney School District conduc-

ted comprehensive follow up studies (academic and vocational programs) with tha

1962 and 1966 graduating classes. To say the least, the 1966 study was a classic

in sophistication, precision and practicality. The'methodology and findings re.

ceived national attention and the strategy has served as a model for a number of

similar studies in other regions of the United States. A basic decision was-made

at Whitney in 1966 to repeat the study with every fourth graduating class. The

difference would be, however, that Whitney School District would have to use its

own funds in the ensuing replications.

When the 1970 follow up was supposed to have been conducted,- the priority

was so low that sufficient funds were not available to do a thorough. survey, for

example, funds were not available for everyone to receive a return stamped enve-

lope, no,phone calls could be-made to on-respondents, and a second wave of-ques-

tionnaires could not be sent out. A 19 percent return resulted (as opposed to

over 50 percent in 1966) auJ the data were not processed because of the obvious

inadequacy. -What promised to be a valuable external feedback source across time

was in effect, strangled by a -lack of- priority.

-The State-DepartMent of-Education does require that d-yearly follow'Up-be

made'Of'SfUdent's who-graduate frult=i6 Vecetional--edueatien'program;. outvirfu-
,,
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ally no one in the district places much faith in these data. A State Department

official who also is dissatisfied with the mandated vocational study explains why.

The timing is lousy. To meet the intent -of the Vocational Act the
district is required to report data by November (four months after
graduation). This does not truly reflect either post secondary en-
rollment patterns or their labor market experience.

A Central Office administrator gave his impressions of the survey. "The purr

pose of this survey is to answer questions for the State Department. We receive

a poor return ration (50% in 1972). Nothing goes out to students in the academic

programs. In fact, if the State Department didn't require this follow up, we prob-

ably wouldn't do it because of the expense."

When administrators at the central office were asked to estimate the amount

of manpower, money, and time utilized to understand and influence the character of

the input into the district (e.g., bond elections, demographic studies,-personnel

interviews) versus the amount of manpower, money, and time utilized-to understand

and influence the character of the output of the school (e,g., placamentv follow

up studies),'the typcal response was many thousands to one. Pew people disagreed

that if a small part of priority attached to observing the inputs of the system

were attached to observing the outputs of the system, a viable external feedbaCk

cycle could be established,

No yearly follow up is_done.on those students who pursue an academia as op-

posed to vocational program, Nevertheless, at Kennedy High-an attempt is made-to

get an account of the number-of students enrolling in higher education. "By the

-transcript requests received -tae estimate how many went to college," a achool:0-'

Ministratar commented. "We -11.01(4- it is very. accurate; but to be haneOt with you,

we don't-really know:"-.The 1601-iloss-liet-try to-maintaih-a*rdnning Statistics

son'tandS-ilte011ege'aftendance or k,scationefi101Oyment because sufficieint 4afa

kOr--thii=do-nOt -wW46--C4itiOaielheprOfi'eSs'ef'ifia

pk6terit a of
3
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The only systematib repotting of follow up information, therefore, comes from

the yearly vocational education' survey. This rather limited information flow is

distributed to the teachers after it is first processed and coded at the Central

Office. In the final analysis, however, Xht teachers and administrators have a

very imprecise notion of what happens to their product.

On the vocational side, when teachers and administrators were asked if they

could say whether 20 percent or 80 percent of their graduates were able to obtain

work after graduation, the typical response was, "I have no idea." *Oa the academic,

side, the teachers who came up with higher education enrollment figure-at-411,:

placed it in a range from 40 to 80 percent. The superintendent stated a figure-of

80 percent although he was careful to note, "I have not actually seenany'ih6rmv

,tion since the original study was' conductein 1966)-on the number that-go to

college, but people who should know tell me it is reasonably correct."-.

In brief, since 1966 the external feedback information cycle Monitoring the

post high-school experience has tende&to be less-than adequate far bringing abelit

a sense of need, or a sense of direction, for curricular change in the classroom,.

In searching out a reason for -the low priority the comprehensive follow up -study

has received, a number of patterns emerged in the interviews,. These,patterns can .

be typified as follows; mobility, "It's very hard to locate the students ohca they

leave the area;" socialization, :Two years after high school the graduates are'dif--

ferent people altogether;" detachment, "It's not imperative to know these

to have a good school system;" finance, "It costs a lot of money;" commitments, "I'm

not sure the district really wants such data because tt might,indicate'that a tot,

-of-difficult changes are necessary."

Many 61 the educatorgAt Kennedy suggest that `their grichiales vho rotUrti-for

a vieit'represeht'a significant aouece-Of itifOkmAtion on the post'hlWathoel-ek-

perienee:- "WcAia6Uia lath-cihemr-how-kcalfgfie=ihattliWrOd6," ar'da0fit76ht-

chairtharCtommehfed: 'fiandhowvellAh-efiliigh ach661 experience*Oaield
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Actually, the ones we see are the ones that liked school and did well. We don't

see many of the failures come back." This type of information is here defined as

affirmative feedback because the educators are receiving positive cues on the char-

actor of the training program.

The students who experience little or no success tend not to return to Kennedy.

This type of negative feedback is also screened out by the Administration. "We

see a lot of people who drop out," the administrator said. "We run them away.

They come back to hang around and see a girl or boy friend, not to see us."

In brief, the information flow which seems to be very important to the-teach-

ors in weighing their instructional program seems to be heavily balanced in :favor

of affirmative feedback which reinforces the existing teaching-learning process.

The-negative feedback tends to reach the teachers-in very limited doses.

The Control Mechanism

"Indeed communication networks and the information transmitted through them"

Mouzelis (1967:130) emphasizes, "are the basis of organizational decision-making

and control," The control mechanism is-the recipient, of the three systematic ino'

formation loops already defined: information on the changing nature of the market

place, information comparing internal measures of student performance againet4ire-

determined objectives, and information_on what happens to the output once it arr

rives on the market as compared with predetermined objectives.- "Earlier discussiOns

pointed out that the three critical information' cycles-tended to break down before"

or after arriving at the classroom level.

Also, the control mechanism intended to receive -the information isliot-made

up-o, the necessary measureable'Ojectivoi which -can signil 'whoneandjWhore

16-neiesseiVitrithe educitionet=progt0.--lh-ereA4-tittieWebodeAhe-C44-

ei60 i41-iieiriaEi=014-ehrgoitis Aricriipe84,0-4bpiIiveg-htio-0.4t4

-"ade--4716tia a a' vift:bie -Oi`i:rit114414-1:16 a school



Historically, the goals and objectives were considered as an activ-
ity we must engage in and put on paper, Once on paper they can be
nicely bound and we can say this is what we are doing in the district.
They are then put in the bottom drawer and forgotten. This has been
the history of public education. Hopefully, it is now being changed.

An example of a rather typical goal statement to be found at Kennedy is, to

develop "awareness of the values inheient in our democratic society and lOyalty to

its underlying principles," Becausa there are only goals and virtually no objet -.

Lives, and because the goal by definition is very general, the teacher can do al-

most anything in the classroom his professional standards permit and still fall

within the confines of the goal. For this and other reasons, the significance of

a statement of goals seems to have little meaning at Kennedy. The individual ,

teacher senses himself to be the expert in a specific subject and on his expertise

the curricular area is given direction. A question and answer session with an ad-

ministrator at Kennedy seems to represent a dominant pattern of thought.

Q. Has the school developed goals and objectives?
A. We are going to be accredited this year and have developed goals

by department,-but they are only loosely coordinated with district
goals at this point.

Q. Could the school operate without a set of goals?
A. Oh, we have for years.

Q._ Do the teachers attach much importance to the goals?
A, No There are many teachers, especially in the academic areas,

who believe that the type of things they tech cannot be measured.
They have their own private set of goals, A lot of-teachers be-
lieve that goals, objectives, and the like, are things that admin-
istrators and legislators design to give them busy work to do,
They feel they know what they are doing and what they are doing is
good,

Q. How do they know what they. are doing is good?
A. I don't know.

In terms of the conceptual framework, Whitney Scho6I-DiStrict Uennedy' High

and-the central-office) -does not-have-an operative management inforMation system.

'The implications Orthia-findiag are significant-for th-process'Of change'bedause.

it stiggaats-that the school -does not' a "gUidance-system" to'leid'lt-tbwar4

an improved iddahip its eAiretviiet
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It should be pointed out that numerous forces beyond the lack of information

can be major contributors to a slow process of change, for example, lack of Mater-

ial resources, constraining state legislation, and rigid university entrance re-

quirements. But even if these constraints were wiped out, a smoothly functioning

MIS would be necessary to initiate a program of change at the classroom level

which could eventually bring the high school into a close relationship with so-

cietal needs.

It might be added that the problems associated with the MIS and theprocesa

of systematic change probably go far beyond Kennedy High. /t is the writers' view-

that these same difficulties could probably be found rooted to the core of most

educational systems in the United States. This, of course, is a hypotheilis which

remains to be tested.

An appropriate conclusion to this study would be to define some-propositions

which relate to the question of why the MIS tends to be 4 relatively inoperative

process in the educational organization.'

Propositions on the MIS and-Chop in- the Classroom,:

The propositions developed hPre,areby no meanS intended to--repteSent an ep

haustive list, but are only those which are suggested by the data of this study.

1. Major. Proposition. The receipt of the resource inputs in the
school district- are only marginally dependent on the succeis of
the output of the schoof, therefore the district can affordito
pay limited attention to what-happens to its output. (10Cfpnt
means the post high school experience of graduates and-not test-
scores;)

11,1121t1=101121. Because the-resource ins 6f-the
sch6ot are -not- dependent on the COOL-60put4 Sch001,,-
tfiCdiatfiCt does-not :haVad'apaakt'need'(dA.-atirOlVal)
t6-gather'pretlie-1611oW-u0 infOre446

bisdnation, IIIChard-Carladn-06inted out earii-WWthi0-paper-that as a 'do-

-mestiC4tadir Of ganitiei6n!thP-4660.' has guarantee& aiistance :at A dooa not have to _

ens-e-; not i i i 6 n 6 0 6 4 c AS' a

, JCS% itia ea',-Ck gin iz f6-11 rAiii 4146 i 'ivte 4;01'64,0ti



Organization Modal. Beeauso the existence of the school is guoranteed by society,

the school is hot compelled, for reasons of its own survival, to pursue systemat-

ically information which would enable it to change its product in relationship

with the shifting needs of society. The MIS of the Generic Model, as it appears

in the data and theory of this paper, can probably only'function efficieo.lv and

effectively in the natural environment of a "wild" organization.

2. Major Proposition. The educatOrs and the community think of the
output of the school as the amount of learning that takes place up
until the five of graduation rather than the success of the gradu-
ate at achieving satisfactory employment or successful.eeltege ex-
perience.

Minor Proposition. The community and the State Deport-
rent attempt to hold the school district accountable for
the during school experience of-students rather than the

s _School experience of graduates.

Minor Proposition. The school district places high
priority on gathering information which meets Demands fcir
Auxin-school aceountability,,and a low,priority on pplt
school information which is not necessary for accountability.

3: Major Proposition. An organization with an incentiye by-stem Which:-
rewards its personnel for their ()Ian results will plgice a Ugh-pri-
ority on gathering information that will-measure and improve those,
results;

--Conversely--

Major Proposition. An organization which primarily rewards conform:.
ity to officially established procedure will place a lax priority
on gathering information intended to measure and improve the results
of the individual members.

Minor Proposition. Because the educational process is cu-
mutative from-the first through the twelfth grades, it is
difficult to measure and determine precisely-the individual
contributions of individual teachers.

kiimxproposition. Because it is considered difficult to
mcaeilrObeiTtedi'Adoal eontributione Of'fndividuel-teeehers,
-the` teiehare7-are'reWerded for conformity to officially es-
teliliihed-procsdureei4latstoom-tontr61, record keeping).

40caeie the teachers are rewW0O'Pr
etifit6mtWoWtteiilly_-iibtiblITWO-d4ibc6a00-kafielliati
theW0e-regatet-'66.teiChdieteel'uftderlaitWcritiffil-
etac- to se ek'thiCitifofilidtfoll i ioh 141:ilAigrtifiteitriderittied

-ifiefr'606'tehtribdiacle4064.1earetiiekoCeee,
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WataiRa. Blau and Scott (1962:166) observe that ". . 'some writers have

distinguished between incentive systems that reward results and those that reward

conformity with officially established procedures." They cite James Worthy (in

Blau and Scott, 1962:166) who states that incentive systems rewarding results,

"develops initiative and self-reliance.and generates a far more powerful driving

force than could ever be imposed from the top down." This notion is especially

important in the school district because the relative autonomy in the classroom

due to teacher professionalism strictly limits any driving force from the top down.

Thus, bdcause the information gathering and utilization process is not tied into

the reward structure of the teachers, there is little incentive for then'to seek

out better ways of performing classroom tasks.

4. yiaior Proposition. The organizItional role of a teacher is
structured to maximize conditions essential to stability and
minimize conditions of instability which can lead toward change.

Ijisalr_l'maNaitio. To be effective,- the MIS infor-
mation cannot be pushed through the system from the
top out of a sense of need for classroom change felt
by the administration, but must be pulled through
the system out of a sense of need for classroom
change felt by the teachers._

Minor_Propositioq. Because all teachers have met
professional requirements for certification they
consider themselves to be very good teachers, there.:
fore, they tend to place a low priority on informa-
tion which examines their instructional programs,

Discussion. Due to the informal prerogatives and professionalism of the

teachers, a number of characteristics are structured into theteacher=role which

can screen out change oriented information. Some of the screening deVicWare.

for-example, -the- tradition of cl4ssrooni-itdionotity for--the teacher, the'-_16-W

ity of 'the teacher at -worle. in the claserooMv PromOtiOri' by sent&ii.Writheethipi

merit °social norm Among educators with-feep-kt 0-0ever-difectly:OfifiqUiWthe

;sr '-feirCifke's teacher -The re'iii3h6--igtigge-A-16 'here'

thet4ese'Orgi4i-ii'ii§ezil'006fei;tirci-tsVity'b 4h-iyihitE44Wha;Ve'the :



consequence of screening out change oriented information. These features do, how-

ever, inhibit the MIS from binding the various subsystems of the school district

into a collectivity capable of conducting a systematic change effort.

CoqSWAM

The course of this study examined the workings of the management information

system which is supposed to act as a "guidance system" toward bringing about plan-

ned change in the academic process, and thus the output, of the educational organ-

ization. In the school district studied there existed a management information

system with all the basic components present. However, the system was not func-

tioning in such a way as to bring about change in the classroom that would draw

the school district into a closer relationship with the needs of its market places.

The nonoperational character of the MIS is attributed to specific organizational

forces present in the school district which deterred the district from function-

ing in accord with the characteristics of the Generic Model.

The writers believe that what was observed at the Whitney School District

probably could be found in school districts throughout the nation due to the fact

that the organizational model for public schools tends to be very similar. This

speculation, however, remains to be tested.

If the MIS is going to work as an instrument for change, it wills in the

writers' opinion, have to be mad* operational in a school system which is signif-

icantly closer to the Generic Model than is presently the case. That means the

school system will have to be invigorated with other strategies, such as; the

voucher system, for turning the school into a competitive organization with no

guaranteed resource inputs; }'PBS, providing-for measures of performance against'

sped-fled Objectives; and performance contracting, 'the creation of an incentive

system rewarding results instead'of conformance to established procedure, Te'do

leas than-adopt Some gcnuine-tIOdifiai'tions to-th-e-orgsbitaiofiWW-coste-s'orih-o

sth01-disttf6tAs'ed-astnre-a-ContinuedAireOion of thesaio6I bAs6d'oiCirigt60

atieCiaition,
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